April 9, 2012

JOB NAME           YHRSM10P
DESCRIPTION        Department Action Notices - North Only
JS05   PP75         Produce Dept Action Notices
JCLSKEL           JM10
FREQUENCY         Monthly - EOM
SEQUENCE          1st
SPEC CARDS        SPR7501S, SPR7501N, SPR7501O, SPR7501P,
                  SPR7501Q, SPR7501R, SPR7501T
CHANGES           Date substitution codes at LRSB are RMM, RDD, RYYYY. Enter last
day of the month being reported, e.g., for August 1996, RMM=08,
                  RDD=31, RYYYY=1998.
RECOVERY          Re-run [Recovery OK for next Day]
OUTPUT            DISTRIBUTION
                  JOB STEP - JS05       WEB
                  RPT NAME - Dept Action Notices (DAN) HRSNP021
                  REPORT NUMBER – PERS111 /HRS/BCN/DEPT/DAN
SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS None